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Abstract-We study the relation between the solutions 
of twominimization problems with indebitequadraticforms. 
We show that a complete link between both solutions can be 
established by invoking a fundamental set of inertia condi- 
t~ane. While these inertia conditions are automaticay sat- 
isfited in a standard Hilbert space setting, they nevertheless 
turn out to mark the differences between the two optimiza- 
tiom problems in indefinite metric spaces. They also include, 
as special cases, the well-known conditions for the existence 
of HDJ-flters and contmllers. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Given two invertible Hermitian matrices {II, W}, a column 
vector a,, and an arbitrary matrix A of appropriate dimen- 
sions, we study the relation between the following two mini- 
mization problems: 
min [z*II-lz + (a, - Az)*W-'(y - Aa)] , (1) 
x 
where t is a column vector of unknowns, and 
min{ll - KAII - IIA"K* + K[AIIA* + W]K*}, (2) 
where K is a matrix. The symbol "*" stands for Hermitian 
conjugation. Both cost functions in [ 1) and (2) are quadratic 
in the respective independent variables z and K, and they 
can also be rewritten in the following revealing forms: 
K 
where the central matrices are in fact the inverses of each 
other. 
Moreover, and contrary to standard quadratic minimizs- 
tion problems, the weighting matrices n and W are allowed 
to be indefinite. For this reason, solutions to (1) and (2) are 
not always guaranteed to exist. However, when they exist, we 
shall show that the expressions for the solutions, and the con- 
ditions for their existence, can be related via a fundamental 
set of inertia conditions. Here, by the inertia of an invertible 
Hemutian matrix X ,  we mean a pair of integers, denoted by 
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I + ( X )  and Z-(X), that are equal to the number of strictly 
positive and strictly negative eigenvaluea of X. 
The significance of the relations to be established between 
problems (1) and (2) is the following. It often happens in 
applications that one is interested in solving quadratic prob- 
lems of the form (l), with indefinite weighting matrices. A 
particular example that has received increasing attention in 
the last decade is the class of HW-filtering and control prob- 
lems - see, e.g., the recent book [GL95] for more details and 
extensive references on the topic. In this context, the Il m& 
trix in (1) is further restricted to be pos i t i veda te  and 
the W matrix is indefinite but of the special diagonal form 
W = &ag.{-yzZ, I), for a given positive constant yz. Here 
we shall treat the general class of optimization problems sug- 
gested by (1) where both {ll, W} are allowed to be arbitrary 
indefinite matrices. 
On the other hand, problems of the form (2) are character- 
istic of state-space estimation formulations, where a so-called 
K h a n  filter procedure is available as an efficient computa- 
tional scheme for determining the solution in the presence 
of state-space structure, as pointed out in [HSK93]. By re- 
lating the solutions of (1) and (2) we shall then be able to 
apply Kalman-type algorithms to the solution of (1), as well 
as obtain a complete set of inertia conditions that will aut* 
matically test for the existence of solutions to (l), without 
discarding the available information from the solution of (2). 
11. A N  INERTIA RESULT FOR LINEAR 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
We first establish a useful inertia result that teUs LIS how the 
inertia of the matrices II and W is affected by transformations 
of the form (AIIA* +W) and (n-l +A*W-'A),  for arbitrary 
matrices A of appropriate dimensions. The reason for choar- 
ing these transformations is because the positivity of these 
matrices will be shown later to be equivalent to necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the problems 
(1) and (2). Hence, by studying how their inertia depends 
on {IT, W}, we shall be able to conclude how the choice of 
{ll,W} affects the solvability of problems (1) and (2). The 
following three results follow by invoking the Schur decom- 
position of the central matrix in (3) (viz., the matrix C in 
(4) below), Sylvester's law of inertia [GV83], and the matrix 
inversion formula. 
Lemma 1 Given {n, W }  Hermitian and invertible. Then, 
for ang mairiz A of appropriate dimenaiona, the block mat& 
IIA' 
AIIA'+W 1 '  (4) 
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has the same positive and negative inertia as the block diag- 
onal matrix (ll @ W ) .  
Lemma 2 Given {ll, W }  Hermitian and invertible. Then, 
for any matrix A of appropriate dimensions, (AllAI + W )  
i s  invertible i f ,  and only i f ,  (n-l + A * W - l A )  is invertible. 
Theorem 1 Given {I& W }  Hermitian and invertible. Then, 
f o r  any matrix A of appropriate dimensions, the following 
inertia equalities hold, 
I + @ @  W )  = I+[(l'I-' + A*W-'A)  @ (AnA* + W ) ] ,  
I-@@ W )  = Z-[(II- '  + A*W-'A) @ (AnA* + W ) ] ,  
i f ,  and only i f ,  (AnA* + W )  is  invertible. 
TIL THE INDEFINITE-WEIGHTED 
LEAST-SQUARES PROBLEM 
We now focus on problem (l), which we shall refer to as the 
indefiniteweighted least-squares problem (IWLS, for short). 
The indefiniteness arises from the presence of the indefinite 
weighting matrices {n, W}. Consequently, a bilinear form 
a* W-'b is not guaranteed to satisfy the positivity condition 
a*W-'a > 0 for all nonzero column vectors a. We thus say 
that C", coupled with a bilinear form a*W-' b with W indef- 
inite, is an indefinite metric space. More generally, an indef- 
inite metric space {K, < ., . >K) is defined as a vector space 
that satisfies two simple requirements (see, e.g., [GLFS3] for 
more details): K is linear over the field of complex numbers C , 
and K possesses a bilinear form, < ., . > K ,  such that for any 
a,b,c E K, and for any a,p E C, we have < a a  + pb,c  > K =  
a < a,c > E  + P < b,c >E, and < b,a >I=< a,b >;C . 
Let J ( z )  denote the quadratic cost function that appem 
in (1). Every i at which the gradient of J ( z )  with respect to 
I vanishes is called a sfationary point of J ( z ) .  A stationary 
point E may or may not be a minimum of J ( z ) .  
Theorem 2 T h e  stationary points i of J ( z ) ,  if they en'si, 
are solutions of the linear system of equations 
[n-' + A* W"A]E = A* W-'y .  ( 5 )  
There en'sts a unique stationary point if, and on1q if, Ill-' + 
A*W-'A] i s  inveriible. Zn ihis case, it i s  given b y  
and the corresponding value of the cost funct ion i s  
J ( i )  = y* [W + AllA*]-' y .  
(U-1 + A*w-'A) > 0. 
( 7) 
Moreover, this unique point is  a min imun if, and ont9 g, the 
coeficient mat& i s  positive-definite, 
(8) 
IV. THE EQUIVALENT ESTIMATION 
PROBLEM 
We next focus on problem (2), which w e  shall refer to as the 
equivalent estimation problem (or EE, for short). It arises in 
the following context. Consider column vectors { y ,  V, Z} that 
are linearly related via the expression y = A z  + V, for some 
A ,  end where the individualentries {Yi,V,,Z;} of { y , V , Z }  
are all elements of an indefinite metric space, say K' (note 
that we are using boldface letters to denote the variables of 
the EE problem). The variables (VIZ}  can be regarded as 
having Grsrnian matrices { W ,  U} and cross Gramian zero, 
w =< V,V >E' ,  =< Z , Z  >si, and < Z,V >Ki= 0. 
Under these conditions, it follows from the linear model that 
theGramianmatrixofy isequalto < y , y  >K:,= AIIA*+W. 
Let J ( K )  denote the quadratic cost function that appears in 
(2). It is then immediate to see that J(K) can be interpreted 
as the Gramian matrix of the vector difference (2 - Ky), 
viz., J ( K )  = < Z - K y , Z  - K y  > K l .  Every KO at which 
the g rden t  of a * J ( K ) a  with respect to a'K vanishes for all 
a is also called a stationary solution of J ( K ) .  A stationary 
point KO may or may not be a minimum. 
Hence, solving for the stationary solutions KO can also 
be interpreted as solving the problem of linearly estimating 
Z from y, denoted by 2 = Kay. This estimate is uniquely 
defined if KO is unique. It is said to be the optimal linear 
estimate if KO is the unique minimizing solution. 
Theorem 3 The stafionary points KO, i f  ihey eriaf, are so- 
lutions of  the linear system of equations 
There en'sts a unique s faf ionary point KO i f ,  and only if, 
(AllA* + W )  is invertible. I n  this case, i f  i s  given b y  
IIA* = Ko[AnA* + W ] .  (9) 
KO = [n-' + A* W - ' A ]  -' A* W", 
J (Ko)  = [n-' + A* W"'A] -' . 
(10) 
(11) 
and the corresponding value of the cost funct ion i s  
The unique linear estimaie of the corresponding i s  
2 = [ll-' + A * W - ' A ] - ' A * W - ' y .  (12) 
Moreover, this unique point KO is  a minimum (and, cor- 
respondingly, i s  opiimal) i f ,  and only if, the coeficient 
matrix is  positive-definite, (AHA* + W )  > 0. 
v. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE IwLs 
AND EE PROBLEMS 
Comparing expressions (6) and (12) we see that if we make 
the identifications: i c., i and y c.* y ,  then both expressions 
coincide. This means that the IWLS problem and the equiv- 
alent estimation problem have the same expressions for the 
stationary points, i and 2. But while a minimum for the 
JM'LS problem (1) exists as long as (n-' + A*W-'A) > 0,  
the equivalent problem (2), on the other hand, has a mini- 
mum at KO if, and only if, ( W  + AllA*)  > 0. 
This indicates that both problems are not generally guar- 
anteed to have simultaneous minima. In the special case of 
positivedefinite matrices {n, W } ,  both conditions 
are simultaneously met. But this situation does not hold for 
general indefinite matrices ll and W .  A question of interest 
then is the following: given that one problem has a unique 
stationary solution, say the EE problem, and given that this 
mlution has been computed, is it possible to verify whether 
the other problem, say the IWES problem (l), admits a min- 
imizing solution without explicitly checking for its positivity 
condition (n-' +A* W - ' A )  > O? The answer is positive and 
the next two conclusions clarify this issue. 
Lemma 3 T h e  I W L S  problem ( 1 )  has a unique stationary 
point i if, and only if, the equivalent estimation problem (2) 
Theorem 4 Given invertible and Hermiiian matrices ll and 
W ,  and a n  arbitrary matrix A of appropriate dimensions, the 
I W L S  problem ( 1 )  has a unique minimizing soluiion i i f ,  and 
only if, 
(n-' + A*W-'A)  > 0 and ( W  + AHA*) > 0,  
ha8 a unique  s ta t ionarp  po in t  KO. 
I - [ W + A U A * ]  = I - [ n @ W ] ,  
Z+[W+AIIA*]  = I + [ l l @ W ] - n ,  
where n x n is  the size of n. 
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The importance of the above theorem is that it allows us 
to check whether a minimizing solution exists to the IWLS 
problem (1) by comparing the inertia of the Gramian matrix 
of the equivalent problem, vis., (W + AHA*), with the in- 
ertia of (TI @ W). This is relevant because, as we shall see 
in the next section, when state-space structure is further im- 
posed, we can derive an efficient procedure that allows us to 
keep track of the inertia of (W + AnA*). In particular, the 
procedve will produce a sequence of matrices (Re,,} such 
that 
Inertia (W + AnA*) = Inertia (Re,o @ Re,1 @ Re, l . .  .). 
The theorem then shows that "all" we need to do is compare 
the inertia of the given matrices n and W with that of the 
matrices {R,,i} that are made available via the recursive pm- 
cedim. l3qually important is that this procedure will further 
allow us to compute the quantity 2. But since we argued 
above that 2 has the same expression as i ,  the stationary 
solution of (l), then the procedure will also provide i. 
'VI. INCORPORATING STATE-SPACE 
STRUCTURE 
Now that we have established the exact relationship between 
the two basic optimization problem (1) and (21, we shall 
proceed to study an important special case of the equivalent 
estimation problem (2). 
More specifically, we shall pose an optimization problem 
that will be of the same form as (2) except that the 8880- 
ciated A matrix will have considerable structure in it. In 
particular, the A matrix will be block-lower triangular and 
its individual entries will be further parameterized in terms 
of matrices {Fi, Gi,  Hi} that arise from an underlying state- 
space assumption. 
Weconsidervectom { y i , x i , u i , v i } ,  all with entriesinx', 
and assume that they are related via the stataspace equa- 
tiom 
X i + l  = FiXi+GiUi, 
yi = HiXi+Vi 9 i l O ,  (13) 
where Fi,Hi, and Gi are known n x n, p x n, and n x m 
matrices, respectively. It is further assumed that 
0 Ribij 0 9 
< ["]I . [  xo xo :] > K / =  [ 0 0 no " 1  Qisij 0 
whene 6ij is the Kronecker delta function that is equal to 
uuitywheni = j andzerootherwise. Thematrices{Qi, Ri,no} 
are possibly indefinite. 
The state-space structure (13) leads to a linear relation be- 
tweem the vectors { y i }  and the vectors {%, u i } L i l .  Indeed, 
if we collect the { y i } ~ o  and the { v i } :  into two column 
vectors, y col{yo,. . . , Y N }  and V = col(tV0,. . . , v ~ } ,  and
define ZN = co1{Xo,Uo,. . . , U N - ~ }  = col{Xo,U}, it then 
follows from the state-space equations that y = AZN + V ,  
when! A is the block-lower triangular matrix 
f f 1  F[o*ol HI Go 
A e [  H&l.o]  H2fl1J]G0 
Here, the notation F [ ' f l ,  i 2 j ,  stands for FiFi-1 ... F,. 
Moreover, the Gramian matrices of the variables {ZN, v )  80 
defined are easily seen to be 
< Z N . Z N  (14) 
Ho 
* 1.  HNF[~-'*O] H N F [ ~ - ' J ~ G o  .. . H N G N - ~  
= (no @ 80 .. . @ Q N - I ) .  
< v , v > K f =  ( & $ R I $ * . . $ R N ) .  (15) 
More compactly, we shall write < Z N , Z N  >Kf= n and 
< v,V > ~ d =  W where the { n , W }  are the block diagonal 
matrices in (14) and (15). 
We can now pose the problem of estimating Z N  from the 
variables { yo ,  y1, .  . . , YN}, as explained prior to the state- 
ment of Theorem 3. This is equivalent to a problem of the 
form (2). The solution is denoted by Z N ~ N  and may be glob- 
ally expressed, in the unique case, as (cf. (12)) 
~ N I N  = [n-' +A*W-'A] - 'A*W- 'y .  (16) 
We are, however, interested in a recursive construction 
of the estimate Z N I N ,  namely one that allows us to update 
i ~ l i - ~  to i N l i ,  for i = 0,1 , .  . . , N .  Here, the notation i ~ l i  
denotes the linear estimate of Z N  that is based on the data 
up to time i ,  {YO, .  . , y i } .  
Let R, denote the Gramianmatrix of the vector y ,  R ,  =< 
y , y  >?= W + AnA+.  We have shown in [HSK93] that 
a recursive algorithm is possible as long as RY is a (block) 
strongly regular matrix. In this case, the resulting (smooth- 
ing) algorithm is the following. 
Theorem 5 Assume R ,  is (block) strongly regular and start 
wiih Z ~ 1 - l  = 0. Then, for i = 0,1 , .  . . , N ,  
= 2 ~ l i - 1  + K+,iff i .Re, ie l ,  -1 . 
where K,,o = [ 2 ] and 
Kz,i+1 = Kz,i [E;: - Kp,iHi]* + QiGf .  [:I 
The identity matriz in the recursion for  K,,i+l occurs at 
the position that corresponds to the entry U , .  Moreover, the 
{ e i }  are computed via the following Kalman-type procedure: 
start with j k O ~ - ~  = Of PO = no, and repeat f o r i  2 0: 
e j = y i - H , ^ .  r X i l i - 1 ,  X i + l l i  = FiXiIi-1 + Kp,iei, 
Kp,i = FiPiHFR:,', Re,i = Ri + HiPiHF, 
Pit1 = F i P i q  + GiQiGr - Kp,iRe,iK,,i. (17) 
Two remarks are due here. First, the successive 2 ~ 1 ~  have the 
form Z N ~ ~  = col{kq,,Qol,, . . . , Q l - l l l , O , .  . . ,O}, where jkoll 
denotes thelinearestimateofxo that is basedon {yo,. . . , y l } .  
Likewise, Q311 denotes the linear estimate of U,  that is based 
on the same vectors {YO, .  . , y l ) .  We shall therefore write 
=~l{Z,lt ,0, .**,0}, where zI = col{xo,uo,. . . , uI-1} .  
econdly, an important fall out of the above algorithm 
is that the inertia of the Gramian matrix < y , y  > K t  is 
completely determined by the {Re,,}:  
Inertia of (W + AnA*)  = 
Inertia of ( ~ , , o  ~ , , 1  e . .  . R ~ , N ) .  
In summary, by establishing an explicit relation between 
both problems (1) and (2), we are capable of solving either 
problem via the solution of the other. In the special case of 
positive-definite quadratic cost functions, this point of view 
was exploited in [SK94, Say921 in order to establish a close 
link between known results in Kalman filtering theory and 
more recent results in adaptive filtering theory. In partic- 
ular, it was shown in [SK94] that once such an equivalence 
relation is established, the varied forms of adaptive filtering 
algorithms cnn be obtained by writing down different variants 
of the Kalman-filter. 
The discuesion in this paper, while it provides a similar 
connection for indefinite quadratic cost functions, it shows 
set of inertia conditions. 
that a satisfactory Link can be established via an additional 
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VII. A RECURSIVE IWLS PROBLEM IN 
STATE-SPACE FORM 
Now, in view of the discussion in Sec. V, the solution 2 ~ 1 ~  
has the same expression as the solution of a related 
minimization problem of the form (1). Indeed, it is rather 
immediate to write down the IWLS problem whose stationary 
point matches the above ~ N I N :  
The above results were concerned with the existence of a 
minimum for the last cost function J N .  More generally, we 
are intemted in checking whether each i,l! is a minimum 
of the corresponding J , .  This is addressed in the following 
statement. 
Theorem 6 Each J j ,  for  0 5 i 5 N, has a min imum i f ,  
and only if, 
1- [no @ Rol = I-{Re,o}t (18) 
I+ Po @ Ro] = I+ {Re,o} + n, (19) 
ond, f o r i = 1 , 2  ,..., N ,  
( . - A [ :  ] ) * W - l ( Y - A [ ~  I)}. Z-{Qt-1@ Rt}  = I-{Re,i}, (20)  
Z+{Qt-i@ Rt}  = Z+{Re,i} + m. ( 2 1 )  
Moreover, when the siotionary solutions (or min ima)  of the 
min Jl are uniquely defined, the value of each J,  at its unique 
stationary solution (or m i n i m u m )  illl i s  given b y  Jl(iaia) =
Equivalently, using the state-equations, this can be written 
as 
{rO,uO, ,UN--ll 
1 
I 
N N-1 
t ~ l I O 1 t o  + x(vj -Hjt j )*RT1(vj  - H j t j )  + u;QT'u~ 
;=0 j=O 
subject to t j + l  = Fjxj + Gju j ,  Likewise, the IWLS problem 
whose stationary solution i i l i  matches the &I, is 
min 
I 
~~o~uo,...,u~-I } 
i i-1 
[ j-0 j = O  ~ o + n , ' ~  + C(yj - Hjtj)*RT'(yj  - H j r j )  + C t t J Q F 1 u j  
subject to t j + l  = Fjzj  + Gjuj.  It is now immediate to ver- 
ify that, in fact, the strong regularity assumption that we 
imposed earlier on the Gramian matrix R,  is not a restric- 
tion; it is a necessary requirement if we want to guaran- 
tee the existence of all the stationary solutions {iil,}. We 
shall denote the above cost function that determines i i l ,  by 
Ji(to,w*.. *tai-i)* 
The following results follow as a conseauence of the inertia 
It is also clear from the discussions in Sec. V. that the re- 
d o n s  of Theorem 5 ,  with the proper identifications i ~ , ,  ++ 
i ~ l , , Y i  ++ ~ i ~ X i l i - 1  +-+ ? i l , - l , ~ i  ++ ui,canbeusedtocom- 
pute the stationary solutions {iili} of the { J , } .  In particular, 
we also have that the stationary solutions i,j, are related to 
the i ~ l i ,  given below in the statement of the theorem, as fol- 
= col{iili, 0, .  . . ,O}. That is, the leading entries 
g i 2 l e n o t e  the stationary solution of J ,  with respect to 
{ t o ,  UO,. 9 Ui-1). 
Theorem 7 The sfaiionary solutions {?,I?} of the { Jj} can 
be recursively computed as follows: start with iNI -1  = 0 and 
repeat f o r  i = 0,1,. .. , N :  
i N l i  = ZNli-1 + Kz,iHtR,i (Y i  - Hii.ili-1)f 
where - -  " 
Kz,i+l = Kz,i [Fi - K i R t t H i ]  statements of Sec. 11. 
Lemma 4 Lei m x m denote the nize of each 8,. Likewise, 
let n x n denote ihe size of no. Define 
and ?,+11, = Fi5ip-l + Kp,i(yi - Hikili-1), ko1-1 = 0. n e (no @ Qo ... @ QN-I), W e (Ro @RI @ ... @ RN). 
Assume (W + AIIA*) is (block) strongly regular (i.e., the 
J,  are guaranteed i o  have unique stationary points i j l i  f o r  
all 0 5 i 5 N). Then  JN has a min imum with respect to 
Remark. It may happen that the last term in the definition 
of the quadratic cost function J ,  also includes the extra tem 
u f Q i ' u i ,  say 
{zo,uo,. . . , U N - 1 )  (i.e., the [ani Stationary point i N l N  is  a r I I 1 
min imum)  if, and only if, 
I -  [n 8 W ]  = I-{Re,o @ * @ &,N}, 
I+ [n @ w] = I+{Re,o e. .. @  re,^} + n + mN, 
where the matrices {Re,,} are recursively computed as fol- 
lows: Re#i = HiPiHt+ Ri, Kp,i = F;PiH,tRZ;t, and 
Pi t i  = FiPiF; + GiQiGf - Kp,iRe,iKi,,, Po = no. 
An immediate conclusionis the following specialcase where 
the II matrix is itself positive-definite. 
Corollary 1 Consider fhe  same setting of Lemmo 4. An- 
sume further  that no > 0 and the {Qi}EZ' are positiue- 
definiie. Then  JN han a min imum wiih respect to Z N  if, and 
only if, 
I - { & @  . . e  @ R N }  = I-{Re,o $ . . - @ & , N } ,  
I+ {Ro @ @ R N }  = I+ {Re,O @ * * * @ Re,N}* 
In this case, the unknown variable U, only appears in the 
quadratic term u f Q i ' u i ,  and it thus follows that m i n i m i z ~  
tion with respect to the U ,  requires the positivity of Q,. 
Hence, successive minimization of the Ji would additionally 
require that the { S i }  be positive-definite, which is a special 
case that often arises in the context of H--problems, with 
the additional constraint no > 0. It is thus rather imme- 
diate to handle this case. All we need to do is to simply 
impose a positivity condition on the { Q i } .  This motivates us 
to consider the following two corollaries. 
Corollary 2 Assume further that fhe  {Qi}fi,;;l are positive- 
definite and that no > 0. Then each J ,  has a min imum with 
respect i o  {to, uo,. . . , ui-1) i f ,  and only i f ,  for all i ,  
Inert ia{Ri}  = Znertia{Re,,}. (22)  
I n  thin case, it follows thai Pi 2 0 f o r  0 5 i 5 N .  
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The next statement further assumes that the {F;}  are 
invertible. 
Corollary 3 Consider the same setting as in Corollary 2 
anid assume further that the {Fi} are invertible. Then the 
foillowing two statements provide equivalent necessary and 
ayficient conditions for  each J, to  have a minimum with 
renpect t o  {SO,UO,. . . , ui-1). 
(i) All { J i }  have minima iff, fo r  0 5 i 5 N ,  
P T ~  + H; R T ~  H ,  > 0. 
Pit i  - GiQiGT > 0 .  
(23) 
(24) 
(ii) All  {J;} have minima iff, for 0 5 i 5 N ,  
It ,follows in the minimum case that, fo r  all i ,  Pit1 > 0. 
Conditions of the form (23) are the ones most cited in 
HW-applications (see, e.g., [YSSl] and the next section). 
Hese we see that they are related to the inertia conditions 
(22!) and, more generally, to the conditions of Theorem 6. 
The inertia conditions (22) also arise in the Hm-context 
(me, e.g., [GL95][p. 4951 and the next section), where R, 
hMl the additional structure Ri = ( - y21  @ I). Here, we 
haire derived these conditions as special cases of the general 
statement of Theorem 6, which holds for arbitrary indefinite 
matrices {IIo,Q,, R , } ,  while the IP-results hold only for 
posiitive-definite matrices {no, Q i }  and for matrices Ri of the 
above form. Note also that testing for (23) not only requires 
tha,t we compute the Pi (via a Riccati recursion (la)), but also 
that we invert and Ri at each step and then check for the 
positivityof P c  + H ; R r l H , .  Theinertiatestsgivenby (22), 
on the other hand, employ the quantities Re,, and Ri, which 
are p x p matrices (as opposed to Pi which is n x n). These 
tests can be used as the basis for alternative computational 
variiants that are based on square-root ideas, as pursued in 
(HSK94J for the case of HO"-filters. 
VIII. AN APPLICATION TO 
HOO-FILTERING 
We now illustrate the applicability of the earlier results to 
a particular problem in Hm-filtering. For this purpose, we 
consider a state-space model of the form 
(25) xi+l = Fix, + Giui , yi = H ~ z ,  + vi , 
where{zo,ui,v,} ~unlcnOwndeterministicsignelsand{y,}N 
are known (or measured) signals. Let sj = L j q  be a lined=' 
transformation of the state-vector z j ,  where Lj is a known 
matrix. 
Let i 'b denote a function of the {yk} up to and including 
timc: j. 6or every time instant i ,  we define the quadratic cost 
func:tion J;(q,ug,. . . ,u i )  = zO+RC1zo+ 
8 i 8 
j = O  j - 0  j = O  
wheire {no,Qj} are given positivedefinite matrices, and y is 
a given positive real number. We would like to determine 
the existence or not of functions { i O O , i l p l . . . , i ~ ~ ~ }  that 
wodld guarantee J,  > 0 for 0 5 i 5 I$. 
The expression for J, can be rewritten in the equivalent 
foml 
t 
j = O  
i E([ '$ 1 - [  $ ] z j ) * R ; l ( [  ';!I-[ k ] z j ) ,  
j = O  
where Rj = ( - y Z I  @ I). This is a quadratic cost function 
in the unknowns (x0,uo ,..., U , } .  Therefore, each Ji will 
be positive if, and only if, it has a minimum with respect to 
{xo, uo, . . . ,U,} and, moreover, the value of J,  at its minimum 
is positive. 
We them conclude from Corollary 2, and according to the 
remark after Theorem 7 ,  that each Ji will admit a mini- 
mizing solution if, and only if, the corresponding Re, ,  and 
R,  have the same inertia. In the present context, we have 
Ri = ( - rZZ @ I) and 
where Pi satisfies the Riccati difference equation 
Pit1 
Equivalently, we require 
= Fi [Pr' + H;H, - y- 'LfLi ] - l  F: + GiQiGf. 
I+HiPiH,?  > 0, 
(-y'I + LiPiLf)  - LiP,H,?(I+  HiPiH,?)-'H,P,LT < 0. 
If the Fi are further assumed invertible, then we also con- 
clude from Corollary 3 that the following alternative condi- 
tions can be used to guarantee the existence of minima for 
the J,: 
(26) 
We may proceed and show how to determine estimates 
i .lj once the existence of minima for the J, are guaranteed. 
'l!hese estimates have to be chosen so as to guarantee that the 
values of the successive J, at their minima are positive. We 
shall omit the details here and only state the final recursions: 
i i l i  = Li [i'ili-l + P,H,?(Z f H,PiH,?)-'(yi - H,Z,l ,- l)]  , 
e-' + H;H; - y-'LfL, > 0,  for 0 5 i 5 N. 
where $ i ~ i - ~  is constructed recursively via sOl-1 = 0, 
[GL95] 
[GLFl83] 
[GV83] 
[HSK93] 
[HSK94] 
[SK94] 
[Say921 
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